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have any static global IP address you can set up your stable SoftEther VPN Server on
your corporate network.

Principles

Traditional legacy VPNs require static and global IP address for the VPN Server. The IP
address must be reachable from the Internet. However, a static and global IP address is
very expensive. It costs monthly. It has also a security risk because your VPN Server
must be exposed to public Internet.

SoftEther VPN has a solution. SoftEther VPN Server has the built-in Dynamic DNS and
NAT Traversal functions. Static IP addresses are no longer required to set up VPN
Server. Even global IP addresses are no longer required. SoftEther VPN Server can be set
up on the private IP address behind the NAT.

Dynamic DNS

The Dynamic DNS function assigns a world-wide unique identifier on your SoftEther
VPN Server. Your global IP address of SoftEther VPN Server will follow dynamic IP
address changes. If the IP address of SoftEther VPN Server suddenly changed, the IP
address record which is registered to the Dynamic DNS hostname changes automatically
and immediately. A VPN client user can specify the Dynamic DNS hostname as the
destination VPN Server's hostname instead of the IP address. VPN Clients and VPN
Bridges can keep stable connections to your SoftEther VPN Server even if the server-side
Internet connection is not a static IP address contracts.
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NAT Traversal

The NAT Traversal function penetrates firewalls or NATs. This technology is almost
same to Skype's NAT Traversal, but SoftEther VPN's NAT Traversal is more optimized
for the VPN-use.

Legacy IPsec-based or OpenVPN-based VPN Server cannot placed on behind the NAT,
because VPN Clients must reach to the VPN Server through the Internet. Some NATs
can be configured to define a "DMZ" or "Port-mapping" to relay any packets toward the
outside IP address of NAT to the internal VPN Server. However it has a compatible
problems. Moreover it requires a special permission by the administrator of the NAT. If
your network administrator of the corporate are not cooperative to you, he hesitates to set
up the NAT device to open a hole from the Internet.

Unlike legacy VPNs, SoftEther VPN Server can be set up on a private network behind
the NAT. No special configuration on the NAT device is required. You need no
permission by your network administrator of the NAT. The built-in NAT Traversal
Function opens a "Punched Hole" on the NAT or firewall. When the VPN Client or VPN
Bridge attempts to connect to your VPN Server behind the NAT, the connection packets
will be lead through the hole. The hole is created by the SoftEther VPN Server
automatically, so you need nothing special on the NAT.
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See Also

• 6.3.82 "DynamicDnsGetStatus": Show the Current Status of Dynamic DNS
Function

• 6.3.83 "DynamicDnsSetHostname": Set the Dynamic DNS Hostname
• 10.11 Exploit SecureNAT for Remote Access into Firewall without Any

Permission

http://www.softether.org/4-docs/1-manual/6/6.3#6.3.82_.22DynamicDnsGetStatus.22:_Show_the_Current_Status_of_Dynamic_DNS_Function
http://www.softether.org/4-docs/1-manual/6/6.3#6.3.82_.22DynamicDnsGetStatus.22:_Show_the_Current_Status_of_Dynamic_DNS_Function
http://www.softether.org/4-docs/1-manual/6/6.3#6.3.83_.22DynamicDnsSetHostname.22:_Set_the_Dynamic_DNS_Hostname
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